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Creativity- Develop creative and purposeful ideas  

 Develop several ideas and opportunities to create value, including 
better solutions to existing and new challenges 

 Explore and experiment with innovative approaches 

 Combine knowledge and resources to achieve valuable effects 

Definition 

The ability to produce original and unusual ideas, or to make something 
new and imaginative. 

Definition of creativity from the Cambridge Academic Content 
Dictionary © Cambridge University 

  

Foundation Level 

Learners can develop multiple ideas that create value for others. 

Intermediate Level 

Learners can test and refine ideas that create value for others. 

Advanced Level 

Learners can transform ideas into solutions that create value for others. 
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Creativity - what is it all about? 

Creativity is not just for geniuses! It is not only about Shakespeare, Mozart, Joplin and Hans 

Christian Anderson. Everybody can be creative.  

Creativity is the act of turning new ideas into reality. It is the ability to see the world in new 

ways, to find hidden patterns, to make connections between seemingly unrelated 

phenomena, and to generate solutions. Originality, innovation, logical and critical thinking, 

knowledge and problem solving are all key components of creativity. Creativity can, therefore, 

be learnt, nurtured, and practised. 

 

“Creativity is a combinatorial force: it’s our ability to tap into our ‘inner’ pool 

of resources – knowledge, insight, information, inspiration and all the 

fragments populating our minds – that we’ve accumulated over the years just 

by being present and alive and awake to the world and to combine them in 

extraordinary new ways.” — Maria Popova, Brainpickings, cited in creativityatwork.com 

 

 

 

 

A 2012 Adobe study on creativity shows 8 in 10 people feel that unlocking creativity is 

critical to economic growth and nearly two-thirds of respondents feel creativity is valuable 

to society, yet a striking minority – only 1 in 4 people – believe they are living up to their 

own creative potential.  (creativity atwork.com) 

 

So how do you develop your creative potential? 
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Developing your creative potential 

There are all sort of ways you can practise developing your creativity: 

 Brainstorming ideas 

 Showing links between subjects/topics/products 

 Designing revision diagrams/ditties 

 Brand/logo/product/interior design 

 Thinking of new ways to approach a problem (mathematical or otherwise) 

 Taking up a new hobby 

 Event planning 

 Being endlessly curious to learn new things 

 Knitting/sewing/cooking/photography/painting/drawing/sculpting/writing 

 Mentoring others 

 

Write down three different ways you have been creative recently – and don’t be afraid to be 

creative in your interpretation of creativity! 

If you struggle with this, did you know . . . ? 
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Creativity and Entrepreneurship 

These go hand in hand. It is impossible to add value to society or business (a 

simple definition of entrepreneurship) without being creative in some way. 

Think about a typical company. Creativity is required in all these areas: 

 

 

 

Any individual project requires large amounts of creativity to get it off the 

ground.  

And spotting new ideas and opportunities is all about creativity.  

 

 

 

Creativity – keywords: 

Ideas Adaptability Confidence Thinking Problem Solving New 

Imagination Transformation Experimentation Solutions 
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Can creativity be learned? 

YES!!!  

Creativity is a skill that can be developed and a process that can be managed. 

Creativity begins with a foundation of knowledge, learning a discipline, and mastering a way of 
thinking. You can learn to be creative by experimenting, exploring, questioning assumptions, 
using imagination and synthesising information.  

The researchers behind a book called ‘The Innovator’s DNA’ investigated the behaviour of 
5,000 inventors, game-changing innovators, and executives, including Apple’s Steve Jobs, 
Amazon’s Jeff Bezos, eBay’s Pierre Omidyar, and P&G’s A.G. Lafley. They identified five key 
behaviours that optimize your brain for discovery and creativity: 

Associating: drawing connections between questions, problems, or ideas from 
unrelated fields 

Questioning: posing queries that challenge common wisdom 

Observing: scrutinizing the behaviour of customers, suppliers, and competitors to 
identify new ways of doing things 

Networking: meeting people with different ideas and perspectives 

Experimenting: constructing interactive experiences and provoking unorthodox 
responses to see what insights emerge 

Sir Richard Branson has a mantra that runs through the DNA of Virgin companies. The mantra 
is A-B-C-D. (Always Be Connecting the Dots). Creativity is a practice, and if you practice using 
these five discovery skills every day, you will develop your skills in creativity and innovation. 
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Practise your Creative thinking skills 
 

Analysis 

Before thinking creatively about something, you first have to understand it. This requires the ability 

to examine it carefully to fully understand its nuances and inferences. Whether you are looking at a 

text, a data set, a lesson plan, a maths problem, a business idea or a blank piece of paper, you need 

to be able to analyse the issue first.  

Example: Are you able to filter ‘fake news’ from reality? 

Open-Mindedness   

Creativity involves thinking about things in a new way within the context in question. You have to set 

aside any assumptions you may have and look at things from different angles and viewpoints. By 

approaching a problem with an open mind, you allow yourself the chance to think creatively.  

Example: Do you have a diverse set of friends or do you only associate with people similar to you? 

Problem Solving   

Employers want creative employees who will help them to solve work-related issues. Therefore, when 

applying for jobs, highlight your ability not only to think creatively, but to use your creativity to solve 

important problems. Give examples of times when you have done this.  

Example: When did you last use problem solving skills? 

Organization   

This might seem counterintuitive: aren’t creative people known for being somewhat disorganized? 

Actually, being organized is an important part of creativity. While you might need to get a bit confused 

when trying out a new idea, you then need to organize your ideas so that other people will be able to 

understand and follow through with your vision. Being able to structure a plan of action with clear 

goals and deadlines out of your creativity is vital. The stereotypical frenetic and chaotic artist is not 

the sort of employee most companies are looking for! (Although they could still be amazing 

entrepreneurs)  

Example: How do you organise your revision? 

Communication   

People will only appreciate your creative idea or solution if you can convey it effectively to the people 

you work with (or to your clients). Therefore, you need to have strong and persuasive written and oral 

communication skills. You will need to be creative in developing your pitch! 

You also need to be able to understand a situation fully before thinking creatively about it. Therefore, 

you need to listen to people. By asking the right questions and understanding the problem, you may 

be able to come up with a unique solution.  

Example: When did you last need to use your powers of persuasion? When did you last really listen to 

someone’s problem? 
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Creativity - a 21st century skill 

Creativity comes near the top of just about every ‘skills employers most value’ lists. To keep pace, 

workers at every level must be willing to adapt and learn continually. Being unable to learn, unlearn 

and relearn is the 21st century equivalent of being illiterate. 

To really understand what this means, try this simple exercise. Fold your arms. Now fold them the 

opposite way. There is probably a big difference in how comfortable this feels, and you could say that 

the latter is what change feels like. In the 20th century, you could fold your arms one way for your 

entire career. In the 21st century, we are asked to fold, unfold and refold our arms many times 

throughout our careers.  And that’s if you stay in the same career! Imagine if you keep changing career 

or develop a portfolio career (a mixture of different jobs), which is more and more common in the 21st 

century.  

But what if I have no inspiration? How to overcome ‘writer’s block’! 

The problem with the creative process is its inherent ‘non-process’ nature. There is simply 
no one way to creatively problem-solve something. In saying that, there are ways to unleash 
the creative within you by exercising curiosity and self-expression on a regular basis. Try 
some or all of these. 
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Case study 1: IBM (A global technology company that provides hardware, software, cloud-

based services and cognitive computing) 

 

Teaching Creativity at IBM 

Every great leader is a creative leader. If creativity can be taught how is it done? 

In 1956, Louis R. Mobley realized that IBM’s success depended on teaching executives to think 

creatively rather than teaching them how to read financial reports.  As a result, the IBM Executive 

School was built around these six insights. 

First, traditional teaching methodologies like reading, lecturing, testing, and memorization are worse 

than useless.  They are actually the counter-productive way in which boxes get built.  Most education 

focuses on providing answers in a linear step by step way. Mobley realized that asking radically 

different questions in a non-linear way is the key to creativity. 

Mobley’s second discovery is that becoming creative is an unlearning rather than a learning process. 

[Did he know about George Land’s study above?] The goal of the IBM Executive School was not to add 

more assumptions but to upend existing assumptions. Designed as a “mind-blowing experience,” IBM 

executives were pummeled out of their comfort zone often in embarrassing, frustrating, even 

infuriating ways. Providing a humbling experience for hot shot executives with egos to match had its 

risks, but Mobley ran those risks to get that “Wow, I never thought of it that way before!” reaction 

that is the birth pang of creativity. 

Third, Mobley realized that we don’t learn to be creative. We must become creative people.  A Marine 

recruit doesn’t learn to be a Marine by reading a manual. He becomes a Marine by undergoing the 

rigors of boot camp.  Like a caterpillar becoming a butterfly, he is transformed into a Marine. Mobley’s 

Executive School was a twelve-week experiential boot camp. Classes, lectures, and books were 

exchanged for riddles, simulations, and games. Like psychologists, Mobley and his staff were always 

dreaming up experiments where the “obvious” answer was never adequate. 

Mobley’s fourth insight is that the fastest way to become creative is to hang around with creative 

people –regardless of how stupid they make us feel. An early experiment in controlled chaos, The IBM 

Executive School was an unsystematic, unstructured environment where most of the benefits accrued 

through peer to peer interaction much of it informal and off-line. 

Fifth, Mobley discovered that creativity is highly correlated with self-knowledge.  It is impossible to 

overcome biases if we don’t know they are there, and Mobley’s school was designed to be one big 

mirror. 

Finally and perhaps most importantly, Mobley gave his students permission to be wrong.  Every great 

idea grows from the potting soil of hundreds of bad ones, and the single biggest reason why most of 

us never live up to our creative potential is from fear of making a fool out of ourselves.  For Mobley, 

there were no bad ideas or wrong ideas only building blocks for even better ideas. 

 

Read the full article by August Turak at Forbes.com. This is an adapted version from 

creativityatwork.com. Reference is made to this Ted Talk by George Land. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfKMq-rYtnc&feature=emb_title 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfKMq-rYtnc&feature=emb_title
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Case study 2: Want to Be More Creative? Follow John Ruskin’s 

Advice and try Honing Your Powers of Observation (adapted from 

https://www.creativityatwork.com/want-to-be-more-creative-try-honing-your-powers-

of-observation/) 

John Ruskin —the great Victorian art critic, philosopher, philanthropist and accomplished artist—

argued that the practice of drawing has value even if you have no talent for it. Not only does 

drawing teach us to see —to notice properly rather than gaze absentmindedly—in the process of 

recreating with our own hand what lies before our eyes, we naturally move from a position of 

observing beauty in a loose way to one where we acquire a deep understanding of its parts. 

Ruskin was distressed by how seldom people notice details. “The really precious things are thought 

and sight, not pace.” With this beautiful passage, Ruskin illustrates the value of noticing that comes 

with drawing. 

‘Let two persons go out for a walk; the one a good sketcher, the other having no taste of the kind. 

Let them go down a green lane. There will be a great difference in the scene as perceived by the two 

individuals. The one will see a lane and trees; he will perceive the trees to be green, though he will 

think nothing about it; he will see that the sun shines, and that it has a cheerful effect; and that’s all! 

But what will the sketcher see? His eye is accustomed to search into the cause of beauty, and 

penetrate the minutest parts of loveliness. He looks up, and observes how the showery and 

subdivided sunshine comes sprinkled down among the gleaming leaves overhead, till the air is filled 

with the emerald light. He will see here and there a bough emerging from the veil of leaves, he will 

see the jewel brightness of the emerald moss and the variegated and fantastic lichens, white and 

blue, purple and red, all mellowed and mingled into a single garment of beauty. 

Then come the cavernous trunks and the twisted roots that grasp with their snake-like coils at the 

steep bank, whose turfy slope is inlaid with flowers of a thousand dyes. Is not this worth seeing? Yet 

if you are not a sketcher you will pass along the green lane, and when you come home again, have 

nothing to say or to think about it, but that you went down such and such a lane.’ 

Ruskin believed in the beauty of things humans make, ranging from buildings to chairs, paintings to 

clothes and came to realize that the quest to make a more beautiful world is inseparable from the 

need to remake it politically, economically and socially. He wrote on subjects as varied as geology, 

architecture, myth, ornithology, literature, education, botany and political economy. HIs creativity 

and activism in the 19th century is an inspiration for those who aspire to change the world in the 

direction of beauty and wisdom today.  

John Ruskin's ‘Study of rock and ferns in a wood at Crossmount, Perthshire’ (1843) 
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Finally – here’s some motivation to be creative! 

www.earthshotprize.org 

Every year there are many global prizes to encourage creativity. One of the most recent to 

be announced is the Earthshot Prize. 

The Earthshot Prize is the most ambitious and prestigious of its kind – designed to 

incentivise change and help to repair our planet over the next ten years. 

Taking inspiration from President John F. Kennedy’s Moonshot which united millions of 

people around an organising goal to put man on the moon and catalysed the development 

of new technology in the 1960s, The Earthshot Prize is centred around five ‘Earthshots’ – 

simple but ambitious goals for our planet which, if achieved by 2030, will improve life for us 

all, for generations to come. 

 Protect and Restore Nature 

 Clean our Air 

 Revive our Oceans 

 Build a Waste-Free World 

 Fix our Climate 

Five, one million-pound prizes will be awarded each year for the next ten years, providing at 

least 50 solutions to the world’s greatest environmental problems by 2030. 

The Earthshot Prize is about much more than awarding achievement – it is a decade of 

action to convene the environmental world with funders, businesses and individuals to 

maximise impact and take solutions to scale, to celebrate the people and places driving 

change; and to inspire people all over the world to work together to repair the planet. 

This is the perfect opportunity for young entrepreneurs – get creative!! 

 

 

http://www.earthshotprize.org/
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Potential Interview questions linked to Creativity 

 Tell me about a time when you have been creative 

 What is creativity? 

 Do you think that creativity can be taught? 

 Who are the most creative people in an organisation and why? 

 Who is the most creative person that you know and why? 

 How are problem solving and creativity linked? 

 Tell me about the person who inspires you the most 

 How are creativity and entrepreneurship linked? 

 

 

 

  

How can I prove competence in Creativity? 

 D of E – particularly skill section 

 Overseas experience e.g. World Challenge/cultural exchange/volunteer programme  

 Charity work 

 NCS 

 CCF/ACF or similar organisation 

 Youth leadership/Guides/Scouts/religious organisation 

 Establishing/Leading school society/group 

 Enterprise/Business competition 

 Organising events 

 Campaigning 

 Part-time job 

 Project management 

 Any creative arts 

 Problem solving 

 Prince’s trust course 

 Work experience 
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Key Reflections on Creativity 

 

When do I show creativity? 

How do I give myself time to develop my creative ideas? 

How will I creatively add value to my 
school/group/community/society? 

How will I test and refine my ideas? 

When have I used problem solving skills to create value for others? 

 

 

 

Want to find out more? 
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Ideas for further research 

Books 

 Erikson, E. Surrounded by Idiots: The Four Types of Human Behaviour (or, How to Understand 

Those Who Cannot Be Understood) Vermilion (2019) 

 Hegarty, J. Hegarty on Creativity: There are No Rules Thames and Hudson (2014) 

 Syed, M. Rebel Ideas: The Power of Diverse Thinking, Murray (2020) 

Online articles 

Patterson, L. The role of creativity in entrepreneurship, 2018 

https://www.alphagamma.eu/entrepreneurship/role-creativity-in-entrepreneurship/  

Susco, N. Here’s Why Creativity and Entrepreneurship Must Co-Exist, 2018 

https://entrepreneurshandbook.co/heres-why-creativity-and-entrepreneurship-must-co-exist-

dc7fd8a2b183 

Top artists reveal how to find creative inspiration 
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2012/jan/02/top-artists-creative-inspiration 
pirationps://www.theguardian.com/culture/2012/jan/02/top-artists-creative-inspiration 

Video clips 

Creativity, Innovation and Entrepreneurship Ted Talk, Glenn Gaudette (2014) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPO1fOR9B68&feature=youtu.be 

Our approach to innovation is dead wrong, Ted Talk, Diana Kander (2014) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pii8tTx1UYM 

Entrepreneurship is about Creativity, EU Science Hub Joint Research Centre (2017) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRc9h1V4vSo 

Why the majority is always wrong, Paul Rulkens, Ted Ex Maastricht (2014) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNGFep6rncY 

This is IBM https://www.ibm.com/uk-

en?p1=Search&p4=43700052448841159&p5=e&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-1S_1S-_-EP_GB-_-

ibm_e&cm_mmca7=71700000064863403&cm_mmca8=kwd-

11656201&cm_mmca9=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&cm_

mmca10=426169786492&cm_mmca11=e&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAY

ASAAEgLbovD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds 

Websites 

https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/creativity-skills 

https://www.developintelligence.com/blog/2017/09/creativity-skill-cultivate-21st-century/ 

https://www.businessinnovationbrief.com/case-study/creativity/ 

https://www.creativityatwork.com/ 

 

https://www.alphagamma.eu/entrepreneurship/role-creativity-in-entrepreneurship/
https://entrepreneurshandbook.co/heres-why-creativity-and-entrepreneurship-must-co-exist-dc7fd8a2b183
https://entrepreneurshandbook.co/heres-why-creativity-and-entrepreneurship-must-co-exist-dc7fd8a2b183
https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2012/jan/02/top-artists-creative-inspiration
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPO1fOR9B68&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pii8tTx1UYM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRc9h1V4vSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNGFep6rncY
https://www.ibm.com/uk-en?p1=Search&p4=43700052448841159&p5=e&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-1S_1S-_-EP_GB-_-ibm_e&cm_mmca7=71700000064863403&cm_mmca8=kwd-11656201&cm_mmca9=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&cm_mmca10=426169786492&cm_mmca11=e&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.ibm.com/uk-en?p1=Search&p4=43700052448841159&p5=e&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-1S_1S-_-EP_GB-_-ibm_e&cm_mmca7=71700000064863403&cm_mmca8=kwd-11656201&cm_mmca9=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&cm_mmca10=426169786492&cm_mmca11=e&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.ibm.com/uk-en?p1=Search&p4=43700052448841159&p5=e&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-1S_1S-_-EP_GB-_-ibm_e&cm_mmca7=71700000064863403&cm_mmca8=kwd-11656201&cm_mmca9=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&cm_mmca10=426169786492&cm_mmca11=e&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.ibm.com/uk-en?p1=Search&p4=43700052448841159&p5=e&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-1S_1S-_-EP_GB-_-ibm_e&cm_mmca7=71700000064863403&cm_mmca8=kwd-11656201&cm_mmca9=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&cm_mmca10=426169786492&cm_mmca11=e&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.ibm.com/uk-en?p1=Search&p4=43700052448841159&p5=e&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-1S_1S-_-EP_GB-_-ibm_e&cm_mmca7=71700000064863403&cm_mmca8=kwd-11656201&cm_mmca9=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&cm_mmca10=426169786492&cm_mmca11=e&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.ibm.com/uk-en?p1=Search&p4=43700052448841159&p5=e&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-1S_1S-_-EP_GB-_-ibm_e&cm_mmca7=71700000064863403&cm_mmca8=kwd-11656201&cm_mmca9=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&cm_mmca10=426169786492&cm_mmca11=e&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIjNGE4dCn7AIVWuztCh2QhQ44EAAYASAAEgLbovD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/creativity-skills
https://www.developintelligence.com/blog/2017/09/creativity-skill-cultivate-21st-century/
https://www.businessinnovationbrief.com/case-study/creativity/
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